Abstract-In this paper we propose an analytical evaluation of the performance of the zero forcing precoding technique in terms of outage probability in a multicellular multiuser context. The channel model includes path loss shadowing and Rayleigh flat fading. Two cases are examined. The first one considers a constant lognormal shadowing. In this case, a closed form expression of the outage probability is derived. In the second case we consider a randomly variable lognormal shadowing and we propose an easily computable expression of the outage probability. Simulation results show the degradation of performance induced by the shadowing.
I. INTRODUCTION
MIMO (Multiple inputs multiple outputs) systems have been promoted as a technique promising attractive enhancement in the quality of service [13] and capacity [8] . In a multiuser context, the study of this technology is even more interesting since it permits to benefit from multiuser diversity and to achieve higher capacity. In this context, many multiuser transmission techniques have been proposed. The Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) [1] was proposed as an optimal transmission technique allowing a partial pre-cancellation of the interference at the transmitter without any increase in the transmit power. The DPC was proven to achieve the capacity region of MIMO broadcast channels [10] . However, the implementation complexity induced by the DPC makes it excluded from usage in practice. As an alternative, linear precoding as Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) have been proposed. These techniques are suboptimal but present the advantage of a low implementation complexity. The ZF precoding allows a total cancellation of the multiuser interference at the price of an increase in the transmit power depending on the channel conditioning. The MMSE precoder is a technique achieving a trade-off between the interference cancellation and the transmit power increase. These two techniques have been studied in [7] in terms of symbol error rate. Analytical distributions of the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of a ZF precoded system was proposed for a broadcast channel in a single cell system for a Rayleigh channel without considering shadowing. In [9] , the performance of the ZF precoding was investigated in the case of imperfect channel estimation in terms of bit error rate for a broadcast single cell MIMO system. In [6] , an asymptotic analysis of linear precoding techniques (ZF and MMSE) was conducted for small cells multiuser multicellular systems where the inter-cell interference affects enormously the system performance due to the small distance between cells. The authors showed a dramatic decrease in the achievable sum-rate due to multicell interference. In [11] and [12] , it was shown that for a MIMO broadcast channel and using an adequate user selection algorithm, the ZF precoding approaches the performance of the DPC for a large number of users in the cell. Regarding its implementation simplicity and its potential of optimality, we will focus on the ZF precoding technique. In the literature, the ZF performance has been studied in a single cell context without considering multicell interference and for a Rayleigh channel except in [6] where the multicellular case has been studied in terms of sum-rate capacity for small-cell systems. In this work, we propose an analytical study of the performance of the ZF precoding in terms of outage probability in a multiuser multicellular system. Two assumptions will be considered: constant shadowing during the period of study and lognomal random shadowing. This paper is organized as follows: the next section is dedicated to the system model description. In section III, two outage probability expressions are derived, the first one concerns the case of Rayleigh fading channels, the second expression is obtained when considering path loss, shadowing and fast fading. In section IV, simulation results are presented and discussed. Some conclusions are proposed in section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a downlink, multicellular multiuser system. Each base station (BS) is equipped with M antennas and there are K users per cell with a single antenna each, as presented in Fig 1. The zero forcing pre-equalization is a linear precoding technique that eliminates the multiuser interference at the transmitter level. It consists of multiplying the information vector by the ZF precoding matrix given by: where H is the channel between the BS and the users of the cell and H is the Hermitian operator. H is a K × M matrix with complex Gaussian distributed entries, i.e, h i,j the channel between the user i and the antenna j of the BS is CN(0, 1), the complex normal distribution. Hence the transmitted signal is given by:
where P T is the transmit power,
T the symbol information vector intended to the K users and δ is a normalization factor introduced to satisfy the transmission power constraint and to ensure:
Euclidian norm). δ is given by:
The maximum number of users that can be served by a BS is K = M . When K > M, M among the K users can be scheduled to be served by the BS simultaneously. The scheduling algorithms are beyond the scope of this paper. In a multicellular system (B BSs), the signal received by a user k served by the BS 0 is given by:
where h j,k (a 1 × M vactor) is the channel between the BS j and user k, W j is the precoding matrix used by the BS j, s j is the information symbol vector intended to the users of BS j, δ j is the normalization factor used by the BS j and n k is the AWGN (Average White Gaussian Noise). P j is the power received from the BS j including path-loss and shadowing terms and is given by:
where A is a constant, d j is the distance between the considered user and BS j, η is the path-loss exponent and is characteristic of the propagation environment and ξ j is a Normal random variable with zero mean and standard deviation σ. From (4) we can write:
The SINR at the user k can, hence be written as:
where σ n is the noise variance.
In an interference limited system (e.g. in an urban environment) where the noise power can be neglected compared to the interference power, the SINR can be approximated as:
III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY
The outage probability is an important performance metric since it measures the probability of failure to ensure a required threshold for a given service. It can be defined as
where γ th is the SINR threshold value. Writing the SINR given by (8) as:
where
and
We need to calculate the probability density function (PDF) of X and Y to derive the outage probability expression.
A. Constant shadowing assumption
In this section, we will assume that the shadowing remains constant during the period of study. This assumption allows us to derive a simple closed form expression of the outage probability. If we assume standard Gaussian information symbols, i.e the entries of s 0 , s 0,i are CN(0, 1), the PDF of X = P0 δ0 is a scaled F -distribution [7] that is given by:
In [3] , it was shown that the F -distribution F (x, n 1 , n 2 ) can be approximated by a Chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom n 1 . In our case n 1 = 2(M − K + 1). The PDF of X can hence be expressed as:
To derive the density power function of the inter-cell interference power Y given by (12), we can notice that Y is the sum of positive random variables. Hence, using the central limit theorem for causal functions [5] , the distribution of Y can be approximated by a Gamma distribution that can be written as:
. To derive the analytical expressions of the parameters ν and μ, let us write Y as:
Assuming independent received signals from the interfering BSs, the mean and the variance of Y can be written as:
To calculate the mean and the variance of z j , we can write z j as:
where U = 1 δj and V = 1 h j,k Wj 2 . It can be seen that U and V have the same PDF as X, hence, using the same Chi-square approximation as for the useful power PDF (15) (with P 0 = 1 in this case), z j can be seen as the ratio of two correlated Gamma distributed random variables (U and V ). From [4] , and denoting α = M − K + 1, the mean and the variance of z j are given by:
154 is the correlation coefficient between the two correlated random variables U and V . It can be obtained by simulations.
Defining θ = (1 − ρ 2 ), the expressions (20) and (21) allows us to derive the parameters ν and μ that are given by:
The outage probability can then be calculated as follows:
where γ(., .) is the lower incomplete Gamma function. The outage probability expression is given by [2] (eq. 6.455-2, P.663):
where 2 F 1 (., .; .; .) is the Gauss' hypergeometric function [2] .
B. Lognormal shadowing assumption
In this section we will consider the case of a randomly varying shadowing following a lognormal distribution. We will derive an easily computable expression for the outage probability. In this case, the received power P j is a lognormal random variable with PDF given by:
where a = . For the interference power distribution, the Gamma approximation is still valid, however new expressions of the parameters μ and ν will be given taking into consideration the lognormal variation of the received powers. Referring to the shadowing, we will call these parameters: μ s and ν s . Let us start by recalculating the mean and the variance of the interference power considering this new assumption. The mean and variance of Y are given by:
From (26), we can derive E[P j ] and E[P 2 j ] that are given by:
Using the expressions (20) and (29), the mean of Y can be derived and is given by:
From (20), (21) and (30), the variance of Y can be calculated and is given by:
Using the expressions of the mean (31) and the variance (32), we can easily derive the expressions of the parameters ν s and μ s that are given by:
From (25), the outage probability by considering the lognormal shadowing conditioned on the useful received power is given by:
Averaging over the distribution of P 0 , the outage probability can be written as:
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will begin by verifying the sensitivity of the Gamma approximation given by (16) of the interference power PDF to the number of interfering BSs. Fig 2 shows a comparison between the Gamma distribution and the simulated PDF when considering 6 and 18 interfering BSs.
We can see that the approximation is all the more precise when the number of surrounding BSs is larger which is predictable since the Gamma approximation is based on the central limit theorem.
To emphasize the degradation of performance induced by the multicell interference, we simulated the outage probability of a single cell system compared to the multicell case (Fig. 3) . For the multicell performance, the considered user receives a useful signal from its BS and an interfering signal from the two surrounding rings of BSs (18 interferers). All BSs transmit P T = 20 W, the cell radius is R c = 1 Km and the considered mobile station is at a distance d = 0.5 Km from its serving BS. The standard deviation of the lognormal shadowing is chosen σ = 6 dB and the path-loss exponent is η = 3.41. Each BS serves 4 single antenna users simultaneously. The total bandwidth allocated to the 4 users is W = 10 MHz. It can be seen that for an outage probability of 10% we have a loss of more than 10 dB in the SINR. Fig. 4 presents a comparison between simulated and analytical Fig. 3 . Comparison between the ZF precoding performance in a single cell system versus multicell system. performance of the ZF precoding without shadowing. As for the previous figure, we considered cellular system where the BSs are equipped with 6 antennas and we assumed 4 active single antenna terminals per cell. These values correspond to a typical urban environment. It can be seen that there is a good match between simulated and analytical results. figure, we can see the degradation of performance induced by the shadowing effect. In fact, for 10% of outage probability, we have a loss of 4 dB in the SINR at the receiver level. We can also see that there is a good agreement between simulation and analytical results. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of the zero forcing linear precoding technique was studied in terms of outage probability. Two expressions have been proposed. The first one corresponds to the case of a constant shadowing compared to the variation of the fast fading. The second expression takes into consideration the lognormal random variation of the shadowing along the time. Outage probability is an important parameter for the coverage analysis of cellular networks. As a future work, the newly derived expressions can be used for a dynamic study of our system that considers arrivals and departures of users in the cell. For this future analysis, the distribution function of the SINR is required in order to derive the average achievable throughput at a given distance.
